END TO E ND CONSI DERAT IO N S F OR GOVERN AN C E,
R I S K A ND COMPL IANCE ( GRC ) T EC HN OLO GY SOLUT IO N S
FOR MID -MA R KET BAN KS AN D C REDIT UN IO N S

As banks and credit unions (Organizations) continue to enhance and evolve their risk and compliance frameworks, there
comes a time when the conversation moves to “do we need technology to make the process more effective and efficient.”
This is always a tricky moment because if an organization moves too fast towards implementing GRC technology without
having thought-out or completed their internal frameworks, this can result in conflicts, confusion, and a potentially
unsuccessful implementation. Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) solutions are never the ‘silver bullet’ to a robust risk
and compliance program!

What is Governance Risk and Compliance?

What is a GRC Technology Solution?

A framework approach for identifying and assessing
risks, staying compliant with laws and regulations, and
managing strategy. Governance, risk, and compliance
frameworks work together to create a forward-looking
strategy for an organization.

In its simplest form, a technology platform used to
capture information, aggregate it using structured
organizational hierarchies, processes and common
taxonomies to produce output that management can use
to make better-informed decisions. It’s the enabling of
existing governance, risk and compliance frameworks
through automation

GRC platforms typically contain a suite of applications that help
automate existing frameworks in the bank via disconnected
systems or manual forms. The most common applications include
risk management, compliance management, IT risk management,
IT compliance management, policy management, third-party risk
management, audit management, and BCP, to name a few.
This document serves two audiences. Organizations that are
considering GRC for the first time and those who have had
experiences with a GRC technology solution and looking to enhance
an already existing platform or purchase a new one.
Organizations today need to think through their need for GRC
technology and what they are trying to accomplish both short- and
long-term before investing. In short, codifying what their ‘GRC
Journey’ looks like.

Although every organization’s journey looks different, there are
some common questions they need to ask themselves to ensure
that the path is the right one:
• Are we ready for GRC Technology?
• How do we select the right GRC Platform?
• How do we gain buy-in across the three lines of defense?
•	What does an implementation look like, and how do we
approach it?
• How do we keep the momentum going post-implementation?
The answers to these questions help frame an organization’s
next steps!
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W H E N I S A N O R GA NI ZATI O N R EA DY
F O R A G R C S O LU TI O N?
An institution is typically ready for a GRC solution when its risk and
compliance framework matures to a point where technology would
promote further efficiency and effectiveness to its processes.
A common flaw many institutions make is deciding to purchase
technology when their risk and compliance frameworks are nonexistent or still being enhanced. Trying to mature a framework
while also implementing a technology solution could present major
challenges and possibly result in an unsuccessful implementation.
Not only does the organization have to implement a risk and
compliance program, but now in parallel must learn to use
technology.
One initial strategy that organizations should consider is performing
a ‘framework diagnostic.’ For example, a risk management
diagnostic would look at program elements such as governance,
risk assessment, risk monitoring, reporting, training, and
communication, to name a few. The result will be a gap analysis
benchmarked against industry best practices and regulatory
expectations of where the institution’s framework is today and
where it needs to be. Any gaps would formulate a roadmap to
implement enhancements. A GRC technology implementation
would then be a ‘phase II’ on the project plan. You may be saying
to yourself right now, “I don’t think we need to do a diagnostic. I
think we are ready!” But you may want to take a time out to ensure
you really are. If you do, the benefits will be substantial, and the
result would be a more usable and sustainable solution that evolves
along with the organization’s risk and compliance framework.

Another approach would be a ‘feasibility study’ to identify the
basic elements necessary within a risk and compliance program to
successfully implement a GRC solution. This is basically a scaledback version of a complete ‘framework diagnostic,’ but will help
an organization identify the basic elements required to proceed
forward and ensure a successful GRC implementation.
An organization also needs to determine its priorities and what you
are looking to solve for both the short and long-term. Basically,
documenting the ‘GRC Journey’ of the organization. This roadmap
will help you prioritize, set a budget, and ultimately decide what
GRC vendors you will want to target for evaluation purposes.
Another critical indicator of readiness for GRC technology is buy-in
from the Board and senior management. And not just for budgeting
purposes. You want to make them a partner in this pursuit. Keep
in mind, they will also reap the rewards from such a system (e.g.,
better information to make decisions). And in doing so, they may
become a user to view reports and dashboards.
To gain management and Board buy-in, make sure they know the
value of a GRC solution and how it is distinguished from other
technology types such as Board portals and reporting software.
Some software is designed for reporting information that is
compiled and integrated elsewhere. It is essentially a digital binder
of information. It allows users to aggregate data from across the
enterprise for more accurate and informed decision making.
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W H AT O RGA N I ZATI O NS NE E D TO C O NS I D E R I N
S E L E CT I N G T HE ‘R I G H T’ G R C S O LU TI O N?
When you begin your search for a GRC technology solution, a few
questions need to be addressed before the evaluation process
begins.
They are:
• What problem are you trying to solve?
• What does ultimate success look like? (“you need to know
where you are going, to understand and plan how to get there”)
• Are you looking for something configurable, customizable, or
plug and play?
• Is the solution nimble enough to scale and grow with the
organization?
The initial focus should be on the application(s) or module(s)
necessary to fulfil the specific need and selecting the GRC
platform that satisfies your answers to the above questions.
Applications or modules within GRC platforms include risk
management, compliance, issues and actions, IT risk, IT
compliance, policy management, third-party risk management,
BCP, etc.
GRC technology solutions should be considered a long-term
strategic play that requires the utmost due diligence during
evaluation. This ensures that the right choices are made for the
enterprise, taking into-account foundational elements such as
relationships between data elements, workflows, and business
requirements from all three lines of defense, senior management,
and the Board.
When evaluating GRC technology solutions, organizations need to
consider the platform’s ability to evolve with the organization (i.e.,
strategic (merger and acquisition), regulatory, environmental factors,
etc.) and ultimately be embedded within the fabric of every-day
business processes. This is the ultimate GRC success story.

Another factor is whether to purchase a hosted model (SAAS) or
an on-premise solution. Cost is a factor. A hosted model is more
economical as there will be very little if any technology resources
or infrastructure needed from the organization’s perspective. It’s
a straightforward annual license fee from the GRC vendor plus
implementation consulting and training fees. An on-premise model
is a bit different. The organization may need to pay for additional
infrastructure (i.e., internal servers) and devote some technology
resource time to support the solution in-house. The on-premise
model may sometimes be suitable for larger organizations looking
to create a more customized enterprise GRC solution to support
their business requirements. Data privacy concerns also come into
the mix when deciding between hosted and in-house models. But
given the strong information security protocols in place within most
GRC vendors, choosing a cloud environment is becoming less of a
concern...
Lastly, supporting a GRC solution post-implementation needs
to be a key consideration. In the case of a hosted model, the
number of resources will be minimal. Typically, a GRC solution
can be supported with one or two parttime internal administrators
(depending on the number of applications purchased) to perform
administration functions (such as password resets, access rights,
as well as maintain/update the hierarchies and GRC content
libraries (i.e., risk and controls, policies and procedures, third
parties, etc.). In most cases, administrators require assistance from
internal subject matter experts and external parties to ensure the
application continues to provide maximized value. An alternative
option is to outsource support to the GRC vendor or another third
party to eliminate the burden on the institution.
In some cases, organizations should think about engaging an
independent third party who has the expertise to evaluate the GRC
market based on their needs and business requirements. This takes
the burden off the organization and provides them with the options
to consider in making their important decision.
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T H E I M P O RTA NC E O F GA I NI NG TH E B U Y-I N
O F AL L T H R E E LI NE S O F D E FE NS E
GRC means different things to each line of defense. Most of the
time, we see the second line driving the GRC technology purchase,
and they sometimes neglect to include the other constituencies
into the investment decision. This can have some interesting
and undesirable consequences. It isn’t uncommon where an
organization will have different solutions across the lines of defense.
In cases like these, you may not have a path for integration, pay
separate license fees, and not leverage a ‘one platform’ model.
The lack of an integrated model over the long term, could lead to
redundancies, the lack of common taxonomies across the different
solutions and the inability to identify systemic/common themes
from the different solutions that management can act on.

A preferred path is an integrated GRC platform where there is
a unified foundation, purpose, and goals across all the lines of
defense. Although this can be challenging to achieve, it can save
money, time, and resources. In cases where the ‘one GRC platform
model’ will not work, thought should be given to integrating some
of the common elements so you can maximize value from having
multiple GRC technologies. Maybe it is using one of the platforms
for enterprise-wide issue and action capture and tracking, or using
one solution for managing KRI’s, KPI’s, KCI’s and related metric
data.. Strategies like this can get you closer to integration and
provide more added value to the organization.
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H OW TO A P P ROAC H A G R C I MPLE ME NTATI O N
As with any GRC technology implementation, the key to success
is defining the objectives and goals that create a blueprint of
“what success looks like” in order to ensure the solution provides
functionality and scalability to achieve that end. Then, working
backwards, to ensure hierarchies, GRC libraries, objects and
configurations are tailored appropriately (based on business
requirements), allowing the organization to realize value
immediately from the solution.
The right implementation approach is key to establishing a
functional GRC technology solution. Below are some key elements
for success:
•	You should implement a strong, agile project management
style. An agile approach to GRC implementations enables rapid
prototyping, assists with in-stream UAT, and makes a GRC
Solution operational in the client environment.
•	Focus on implementing only one to two applications at a time.
Phased approaches (focusing on current priorities) ensure
small wins that gain buy-in, demonstrate solution value, and
pave the way for broader application implementations.
•	
Having a well-defined business requirements document
enables expedited delivery with a focused drive toward the
end goal.

•	A streamlined project timeline of no more than 20 weeks for
one to two applications is reasonable depending upon the
number of configurations/customizations involved (e.g., the
complexity of hierarchies), GRC libraries (e.g., risk, controls,
processes), mapping of the data elements (e.g., workflows,
reporting requirements, etc.)
•	Establish effective escalation channels to the GRC vendor for
risks and issues to keep the engagement moving and on-track.
• Consider leveraging a GRC Implementation Consultant who
will do the “heavy lifting”. This includes, managing the project
(e.g., milestones, budget, status updates), acting as liaison
between the organization and GRC vendor, gathering business
requirements, establishing foundational elements, mapping
data elements, configuring workflows/reports, performing
quality control and advising on configurations so output
aligns to business requirements ensuring success for the
organization.
Successful implementations combine the right balance of
implementation expertise and guidance and active participation by
all organization stakeholders.
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H OW TO K E E P TH E MO ME NTU M
G O I N G P O ST-I MPLE ME NTATI O N
Once the GRC solution has been implemented and individuals
are trained, the organization needs to start using the solution on
a regular basis. The more individuals use and become familiar
with the solution, the more they practically understand it and
adopt it for everyday use. The organization should create a rollout plan immediately after implementation or in parallel, outlining
clear next steps to begin using the solution. For example, risk
assessments, compliance testing, regulatory change management,
or whatever the use case may be. Another suggestion is for senior

management to announce the ‘go-live date,’ communicating a
reinforcing message outlining the benefits the solutions brings
to the organization. This further demonstrates management’s
commitment and helps to enhance the risk and compliance culture
across the organization. In some cases, it can also help tie the
GRC solution to a banks overall go-forward business strategy.
Organizations that let the solution sit idle after implementation,
deal with the need for additional training, along with a delayed rollout and adoption timeline.

IN SUMMARY
Organizations need to take careful but deliberate steps to determine GRC technology readiness, evaluate, select, and
implement a GRC technology solution that fits their business requirements and future state vision. They also need to ensure
GRC scalability and sustainability over the long term. If diligent, this process can provide a substantive ROI to the organization
in terms of reduced risk and compliance costs, increased operating effectiveness, proactive risk and compliance management
and a risk and compliance culture that is tied to business strategy and long-term growth.
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